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Key Phone Specifications 

Key Features 

Comes with 16, 32 & 64 GB of storage  
Access to over 400,000 apps from App store  
Film, edit and share video in 1080P full high definition  
Inbuilt voice control understand natural language  
8 mega-pixel camera with Apple custom optics for great performance in low light  

Unique Selling Points 

Your very own personal assistant– “Siri” can understand natural language because she knows what 
you say, and what you mean. You can ask Siri “Remind me to call mum when I get home” or “Do I 
need an umbrella?” to get a weather report. You can make phone calls, send messages, schedules 
meetings, set reminders and more. How much more? Just ask, and Siri tells you that too.  
Two cores in the A5 chip deliver up to two times more power and up to 7 times faster 
graphics than the iPhone 4- And you’ll feel the effects. Fast. iPhone 4S is quick and responsive when 
you’re launching apps, browsing the mobile web and playing games. No matter what you’re doing, you 
can keep on doing it. The iPhone 4S has an outstanding battery life when compared with iPhone 4. 
because the A5 chip is so power-efficient.  
A brillant camera on a phone- And with all-new optics and an new 8 mega-pixel sensor, it just might 
be the only camera you need. Behind every shot, you’ve got 8 mega-pixel resolution and a custom lens 
with a larger f/2.4 aperture for great performance in low light. Plus, with an improved backside 
illuminated sensor, excellent auto white balance, advanced colour accuracy, face detection and reduced 
motion blur, no matter how many people, how much light and how much action you capture, everything 
looks just as it should.  
Shoot stunning 1080p HD video everywhere you go-With all-new optics, the light is right, the 
colour is vivid and everything will look just the way you remember. Video stabilisation steadies shaky 
shots. And you can edit video right there on iPhone and share your lush life as fast as you shoot.  

Additional Features and Accessories 

Assisted GPS and GLONASS  
Front camera with VGA-quality photos and video at up to 30 frames per second  
Photo and video geotagging  
Three-axis gyro, Ambient Light Sensor, Accelerometer, Proximity Sensor  

GSM/EDGE: 850/900/1800/1900 MHz

UMTS/HSUPA: 850/900/1900/2100 MHz

HSDPA: 
14.4 Mbps peak downlink rating Actual speeds are less (typical download speeds of 550kbps- 
3Mbps)

Dimensions: 115.2mm x 58.6mm x 9.3mm

Weight: 140 grams 

Screen: 3.5 inch (diagonal) Retina Display

Talk Time: Up to 8 hours

Standby 
Time: 

up to 200hrs
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